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Competition for Al-Nouri 
Mosque Complex in Mosul

Meaning ‘the linking point’ in 
Arabic, the city of Mosul has for 
millennia been a tactical 
crossing and a commercial and 
cultural link between north, 
south, east and west. At the 
heart of its Old City, the 
Al-Nouri Mosque Complex 
encompasses a prayer hall and  
a minaret among a number of 
other buildings. Founded by 
Atabeg ruler Nur al-Din 
Mahmud Zengi during his visit 
to Mosul in the 12th century, the 
Al-Nouri Mosque was placed at 
the centre of the city.  
A charming, intricate network of 

streets branched out from it  
and towards the city’s gates. 
Surrounded by traditional 
courtyard dwellings, the mosque 
and its unique leaning minaret 
stood out from the city’s skyline. 
They became a symbol of not 
only Mosul, but of Iraq too. 

Due to its strategic location, 
Mosul was home to a large 
number of people from diverse 
backgrounds, ethnicities and 
religious beliefs. However, this 
unique location also made it  
a target for Daesh. In 2014, 
Daesh took the city and declared 
it to be their capital. Three 

devastating years of occupation 
ensued before the shackles  
of violent extremism could be 
broken. During those years, 
various battles had left Mosul in 
ruins: its heritage sites had been 
reduced to rubble, religious 
monuments and cultural 
antiquities had been damaged, 
and thousands of inhabitants 
were displaced, scarred and with 
pressing humanitarian needs.

In February 2018, director 
general of UNESCO Audrey 
Azoulay launched the flagship 
initiative ‘Revive the Spirit of 
Mosul’, stating ‘It is through 

education and culture that 
Iraqis, men and women alike, 
will be able to regain control of 
their destiny and become actors 
in the renewal of their country’.

Aiming to restore the urban, 
social and cultural fabric of the 
Old City, UNESCO-Iraq 
embarked on a project to 
reconstruct Al-Nouri Mosque 
and its 45-metre-tall Al-Hadba 
Minaret, with the generous 
backing of the government of the 
United Arab Emirates and the 
full support of the prime 
minister of Iraq and of the 
United Nations secretary 
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UNESCO calls for entries to an international contest to elicit innovative 
visions for rebuilding one of Iraq’s most emblematic sites following 
its tragic destruction at the hands of Daesh in 2017  

Members of the State 
Board of Antiquities and 
Heritage of Iraq (SBAH) 
documenting the 
archaeological remains 
(opposite).  3D model of 
the Al-Nouri Complex in 
2014 (above), before its 
destruction in 2017 (right)

‘ The restoration of the Al-Nouri Mosque 
Complex will send out a strong signal of hope, 
acting as a step towards social cohesion and 
reconciliation in post-Daesh Iraq’

general. The restoration is seen 
as crucial to send out a strong 
signal of resilience and hope, 
and as a step towards social 
cohesion and reconciliation 
in post-Daesh Iraq. 

The fi rst phase of the project 
involved clearing and de-mining 
the site, documenting and 
assessing it, stabilising parts 
that could be salvaged, as well 
as overall planning. 

For the second phase, the 
competition brief requires the 
reconstruction of the prayer hall 
and the rehabilitation of the 
Al-Nouri Mosque Complex 

(Al-Hadba Minaret is not part 
of the present competition). 
The hall reconstruction calls 
for improvements in the interior 
layout and in construction 
materials and techniques. The 
rehabilitation of the complex 
entails the conceptual design 
of new buildings with diverse 
functions; the rehabilitation of 
its historical buildings and their 
integration into the new design; 
and landscaping of all the site.

New functions for the new 
or rehabilitated secondary 
buildings will be integrated, 
enhancing the role this 

important complex has played 
over centuries. The programme 
will encompass the redesign of 
the open space, strengthening 
the relationship of the complex 
to the surrounding historical 
urban fabric, deploying new 
gates and fences, to recover 
its pivotal role in the Old City.

This unique challenge, open 
to architects, conservationists, 
artists, students and others, 
seeks proposals to harmoniously 
fuse the past with the present. 
Providing new communal spaces 
for educational, social and 
cultural activities, the project 

aspires to serve the community 
beyond its principal religious 
remit. Indeed, historical sites 
and monuments are not only 
a scientifi c tool of knowledge, 
but also represent a powerful 
symbol of belonging, community 
and identity. Their rehabilitation 
will help to revive the memory of 
the Moslawis who once felt part 
of a vibrant, emerging city. 

☛ For more information on the competition, 
deadlines and prizes  please visit:
en.unesco.org/fi eldo�  ce/baghdad/revivemosul

United Nations
Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization
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The Architectural Review 
Competitions promotion and publication

From student contests to international competitions for the 
commissioning of a project, the AR can generate and manage 
any size of competition – from call-for-entries to judging to 
publication of the shortlist and winner announcement – with 
coverage featured both online and in print. Recent clients include 
UNESCO, Merck and Velux

Competitions coverage
Put your call to entries in front of our audience, 
have your competition included in the weekly AR 
Competitions newsletter and feature the winners in 
an issue of the AR or a standalone catalogue
Investment from £10,000
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The Dian Fossey Gorilla 
Fund collaborated with 
MASS Design Group to 
design an extensive 
campus in rural Kinigi,  
home to approximately 
half of the world’s 
mountain gorillas (right). 
Renders of the Africa 
Centre of Excellence for 
Genomics of Infectious 
Diseases enabled the 
geometric issues and user 
experiences to be fully 
appreciated to achieve 
client approval (opposite 

While MASS Design Group’s initial use of renderings was confined 
to ‘hero shots’ of final designs, today rendering has become a vital 
part of their everyday design process. ‘Ten years ago photorealistic 
renderings were something very few offices could do very well, they 
required a lot of time and cost a lot’, says associate Nadia Perlepe. 
‘Now we attempt to tell a more complex story, beyond the perfect 
representation of the building as an object.’ Since being founded  
in 2008, MASS has focused on delivering the maximum social and 
political impact to the communities in which their projects are 
built, working with the mantra ‘justice is beauty’. In these contexts, 
the ability to quickly convey ideas to a broad audience is key.  
MASS ensure that visualisations ‘never stand alone’, incorporating 
them into videos that tell the wider stories of their projects with 
the voices of the communities in which they are placed

The Ellen DeGeneres Campus  
of the Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund 
2018-present

Located in Rwanda, the Ellen 
DeGeneres Campus of the Dian 
Fossey Gorilla Fund will 
provide the fund with a 
purpose-built campus to amplify 
their mission of conservation 
– protecting and studying 
gorillas, training 
conservationists and growing 
the conservation capacity of 
local communities. Currently 
the organisation operates out of 
a rented facility far from the 
national park and lacking 
adequate space. After a gift 
from The Ellen Fund, the Fossey 
Fund was able to partner MASS 
in the design of a purpose-built, 
permanent headquarters in 
Rwanda, incorporating a 
conservation gallery, 
educational research spaces and 
accommodation for researchers 
and students. 

In conceiving and presenting 
this project, designer Youssouf 
Renzaho says visualisations 
were the ‘most important’  
part, allowing the fund to 
‘visualise their investment’ at  
an early stage of the scheme. 
Following MASS’s idea of 
renders never simply being 
stand-alone objects, fly-through 
videos of the project have 
already played an important 
part in allowing the proposed 
architecture to appear in 
promotional videos for the 
scheme alongside footage of the 
Fossey Fund’s work.

Both the general massing as 
well as the material palette of 
the project were key elements 
where rendering made an 
impact. ‘Understanding how 
different forms, shapes and sizes 
of building elements are 
affecting the overall experience 
of the space helps to identify 
elements that are out of scale’, 
said Renzaho.

top left and right). 
Renders of the Rwanda 
Institute for Conservation 
Agriculture campus in 
Bugesera allowed the 
design to be brought to life 
before it had been fully 
delivered (opposite 
bottom). This 
communicated its promise 
to both internal and 
external interests, who 
could now visualise the 
interconnected elements 
of the complex design 
in the landscape AL
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Designing tomorrow today 
with Lumion

Sponsored feature 

Rendering 
to communicate
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Rwanda Institute for 
Conservation Agriculture 
2017-present

Working in partnership with the 
Rwanda Institute for 
Conservation Agriculture (RICA) 
and project management firm 
Remote Group, MASS have led 
the masterplanning, architecture, 
landscape, and engineering 
design for RICA’s new campus in 
Bugesera, Rwanda.

Including housing, academic 
spaces, and processing facilities, 
the campus is a series of 

structures over a landscaped site, 
which includes its own solar farm 
and water treatment plant in 
order to be energy independent.

‘Communicating the intent for 
a phased masterplan, especially 
one where the landscape plays 
such an important role in the 
pedagogy, can be a challenge’, 
said senior design associate Chris 
Hardy. ‘Rendering the campus 
and buildings in their “grown in” 
state was critical to successfully 
communicate the design.’

This aspect of showing a design 
‘grown in’ is a particularly 

interesting one. With so many 
aspects to the design and various 
interconnecting buildings that 
may complete at different times, 
visualisations allowed the scheme 
in its entirety to be 
communicated to all of the 
different parties who would be 
moving into the campus.

‘It is becoming much more  
of a tool both internally and 
externally’, said Hardy. 
‘Rendering to communicate to 
our internal teams is just as 
important as rendering to 
communicate to our partners.’

Africa Centre Of Excellence for 
Genomics of Infectious Diseases 
2017-present

As part of ACEGID’s effort to 
equip the entire African continent 
to stop future epidemics quickly 
and effectively, MASS is leading 
on the construction of a new 
genomics laboratory in Ede, 
Nigeria – the first of its kind on 
the continent.

The new centre will train 
scientists in genomics-based tools 
for the control and elimination of 
infectious diseases. By sharing 
these findings globally, ACEGID 
will become part of a bio-
surveillance network monitoring 
some of the world’s greatest 
health threats.

Focusing on a connection 
between people and their 
environment, the centre is 
designed to foster collaboration 
between scientists, students and 
international partners through an 
integrated layout of labs, shared 
space, offices and classrooms, 
rather than each in isolation.

‘The ability to quickly see the 
design allowed us to understand 
certain complex geometric  
issues and user experiences by 
being able to walk through the 
design’, said senior architect 
Caroline Alsup.

‘This was especially true of 
ACEGID, which was on an 
incredibly tight time frame.  
Using Lumion we were able to 
create videos and imagery quickly 
to understand the entirety of  
the design and get client buy-in 
very easily.’

Alsup also outlines certain 
strategies that avoid the 
presentation of the render as a 
‘final’ object. ‘Views can be 
simplified so as not to look too 
photorealistic and suggestive of a 
final approach. This often means 
dematerialising and 
decontextualising the image so 
that one focuses only on the 
design decisions at hand.’

Designing tomorrow today 
with Lumion
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The Architectural Review 
Custom publishing and sponsored features

From individual features to fully fledged monographs, the AR 
provides bespoke publishing services. Depending on publication 
size and format, they can feature within the magazine or be bound 
separately as stand-alone supplements, and be distributed with an 
issue to the AR’s global network of subscribers as well as online. 
Recent clients include Lumion, Abin Design Studio, Purcell and 
the Bartlett

Designing Tomorrow Today
Produced in partnership with a client, DTT is a 
series of 8-page features exploring the impact of 
technological research and developments onto the 
world of architecture, and promoted on the AR’s 
print and digital platforms
Investment from £15,000



Monograph for Form4 Architecture Investment for an AR monograph from £25,000 

‘ In every aspect of the project, the AR delivered the highest level of quality and talent 
to bear, from powerful and intensely thoughtful writing to creative and provocative 
graphic design. The team’s editorial skills are unmatched in helping to craft a 
sophisticated essay from a working draft’ John Marx, founder of Form4 Architecture

Form4 Architecture
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Preface
All that is solid melts into air

Paul Finch

A reaction to Modernist straitjackets, explicit in the 
work of Form4 Architecture, needs to be seen in 
context. That being Modernism’s own reaction to  
19th-century industrialisation and the growth of cities, 
it echoes a precedent for what is happening across Asia 
today. William Blake’s criticism of ‘dark satanic mills’ 
bears some similarities to later criticisms of the 
soulless nature of debased International Style 
commercial architecture, which took the world by 
storm when too many commercial clients realised  
that ‘Less is more’ could easily be interpreted as  
‘Less architectural quality equals more profit’.

The quest by John Marx and his partners to find a 
poetic language with which to reconcile the efficiencies 
of Modernism with the lyricism of earlier attitudes to 
architecture is a fascinating one. At a simple level it is 
about geometry: curves are preferred to straight lines; 
sculptural form outguns orthogonal grids. But the 
underlying rationale for this approach is more 
complex. It suggests that the private life of any piece  
of architecture lies in the mind of its creator architect 
– rather than the formal programme of the client or  
the quotidian uses to which the building may be put.

Authorial intention is little discussed in architecture 
outside the groves of higher education. When it comes 
to the messy business of multiple collaborations 
necessary to bring about even modest projects, 
philosophy soon takes second place to programme, 
budget and the many constraints with which architects 
need to contend. Yet in the minds of good designers, 
philosophy and aesthetics will continue to play a highly 
significant role, even if it is not necessarily discussed 
with clients or users.

In some ways the work illustrated in the pages that 
follow is a clue to the semi-secret thoughts and ideas 
that inform the creative intelligence at work in the 
Form4 collective; a specific dialect in the language of 
architectural design which, when understood, allows 
recognition of what links a diverse body of work. It is 
also a reminder of the iconic phrase used by Marshall 
Berman (quoting Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels) as 
the title for his treatise on the problems of Modernism: 
‘All that is solid melts into air’.

The architect as 
calligrapher

Conveying architectural intentions  
involves a form of poetic calligraphy,  

says Ian Ritchie
17

I love words. They lie at the root of 
human communication and the 
shared understanding we call 
culture. As an architect, I also use 

words as an investigative tool to discover 
what I am trying to express. This usually 
takes the form of poetry. I enjoy removing 
the superficial – the reductive process.  
The need to critically examine each word 
and its relationship to the whole poem 
allows me to convey meaning, significance 
and emotional qualities with an economy  
of means similar to the precision needed  
in architecture.

Notes begin, texts follow and these 
become the sources for a poem. But why 
poetry? Why not an essay? The creative  
act is always personal so I can only 
conjecture, although the intuitive 
connections between architecture and 
poetry are widely recognised. 

Structure is fundamental to both, as are 
other elements of design. We even use the 
same words to describe the ways we create 
architectural and poetic pleasure and 
meaning out of formalised elements: scale, 
rhythm, balance, proportion, syntax. 

Both buildings and poems are essentially 
compositions of separate elements used to 
create a whole which exists in both the 
rational and emotional realms. The poet 
uses silences and the rhythm of words to 
create a poem tying the mind’s interior to 
the outside world. The architect uses light 
and the rhythm between material and 
empty space to create a building that 
mediates between our senses, the spaces  
we live in and the outside environment. 

Poetry is also a means by which I discover 
the emotional and essential context/idea  
of a particular architectural project.  

The beauty of poems is their capacity to 
absorb and express emotion, essential to 
artistic creativity. The design process for 
me always begins with an idea, and ideas 
can come from many sources. But they exist 
as ideas without a clear representation. 

My process of thinking accepts that there 
is a boundary-free flow between my brain 
and the outside world. This is the essential 
self through which we respond to internal 
and external challenges, and is derived from 
the concepts acquired through interaction 
with our environment and those inherited 
through our particular DNA. The first 
preconceptual response consists of  
melding cognitive knowledge with one’s 
psychological predilection and imagination, 
conflating inspiration and creativity, to 
produce percepts – words and images.  
Then comes a synthesis and distillation for 
which process language – ideally poems – is 
my initial preference. This stage of the 
design process is personal research. 

I then try to capture this distillation 
visually in the simplest possible way, using 
a few brush strokes – a sort of architectural 
calligraphy. This begins the conceptual 

This page: conveying  
the essence of a building 
in a few deft lines,  
Ian Ritchie’s sketches 
have the elegance of 
Persian calligraphy
Opposite: reciting  
the verses of the 
Mahabharata, the 
epic Sanskrit poem

18

stage of the design process, embracing  
both an aesthetic assessment and a 
pragmatic analysis. It is also the beginning 
of the collective architectural process, 
during which the concept is repeatedly 
refined and balanced, pragmatically and 
aesthetically, until the concept’s loose  
edges are exhausted.

Writing the poem creates the theme;  
in asking the question, another is born. 
Flashes of truth form the background to 
thought and design. This is not the same 
mental process as that during which some 
kinds of paintings are created – which can 
be done without analytical thought, as 
illustrated in these monotypes I did.

Is poetry particularly suited to releasing 
the peculiar combination of art and science, 
creativity and rationality, necessary to 
evoke emotion in architecture? Poems may 
be reductive by their nature but they are 
undoubtedly vehicles of and for synthetic 
thinking. For me they are poietic.  
Both writing poetry and creating non-
architectural images allows me to extend 
my boundaries. 

Although there have been many studies of 
neural circuits and behaviour related to the 
creative process, the place of poetry and its 
relationship to reason are still unclear. In 
this context it is interesting to note that the 
phrase ‘there’s neither rhyme nor reason’ 
means there’s no explanation or rationale 
for whatever’s going on because there’s no 
pattern (rhyme) or logic (reason) behind it.

The human mind/brain has the creative 
impulse built into its operating system.  
At any given moment, the brain is 
automatically forming new associations. 
Neuroscientists are beginning to learn how 
to measure the process in action.

Maneesh Sahani, a theoretical 
computational neuroscientist at the 
Sainsbury Wellcome Centre (SWC), has 
discussed how our brains form a coherent 
‘perception’ of the world from the noisy, 
incomplete information arriving via our 
senses. He comments that ‘this is why it is 
so hard to draw what you are seeing; your 
brain does not know how to recreate the 
visual input that caused that mental 
experience’. The ability to translate ideas 
from our internal world to an external 
non-verbal form is the skill artists, 
including architects, must acquire. 

Language, on the other hand, is defined 
by the ability to produce external forms 
(sounds) that directly relate to internal 
concepts, and it evolved (only in humans, 
and only 70,000 years ago) specifically as a 
means of communicating the internal world 
of one human to another. 

Dedicated brain regions are now devoted 
to this task (eg, Broca’s area in the left 
hemisphere). However, to communicate 
effectively, language must necessarily be 
limited to ‘common’ symbols, agreed upon 

If a recognisable form/structure/pattern 
appears in a sketch then that will dominate, 
and possibly constrain, the creative 
potential. What to do … to do design?

One needs a form for mental 
manipulation that does not engage our 
senses directly, yet enables a universally 
understood level of communication outside 
the constraints of grammatical structure – 
one of these forms is called poetry.

When a problem to be solved stimulates 
our mind, solutions automatically spring 
into our consciousness. The ‘creative leap’ 
happens before analytical analysis, which is 

and understood by all. Thus, language is 
often insufficient to express a completely 
new concept or describe an entirely new 
form – it resists creativity in favour of 
communicability.

To Adam Kampff, an experimental 
neuroscientist at SWC, my aversion to 
drawing anything ‘concrete’ until an idea 
has matured came as a revelation, yet he 
realised it corresponds with what 
neuroscientists know about our brains.  
A drawing will directly engage our senses;  
it will drive a concrete idea at the same time 
one is attempting to create a new idea.  

a process that investigates, verifies, using 
prescribed methodologies. I believe that  
in conceiving architecture, the quality of  
our creative ideas depends upon how open  
our minds can remain during the creative 
process and how well they are stocked.  
The greater and wider our body of 
knowledge, the more likely it is that we will 
be able to synthesise new ideas in response 
to the creative challenge and the problems 
to be solved. 

Einstein, for example, attributed his 
scientific insight and intuition mainly to 
music, not logic or mathematics. As he 
describes it: ‘The theory of relativity 
occurred to me by intuition, and music is 
the driving force behind this intuition.  
My parents had me study the violin from 
the time I was six. My new discovery is the 
result of musical perception.’ (Shin’ichi 
Suzuki, Nurtured by Love, A New Approach 
to Education, 1969, p90). 

My interest in the theatre, literature,  
the sciences, and the practice of (non-
architectural) visual arts is vital to 
informing my creativity during the 
architectural design process. 

When Witold Rybczynski reviewed my 
autobiography Being: An Architect in 2014 
he wrote: ‘Ritchie does not have a signature 
style. What unites his buildings is 
consistently cutting-edge (and unexpected) 
techniques and materials, inventiveness, 
imaginatively conceived details, and an 
integration of architecture, engineering, 
and fabrication … Have a [design] problem? 
Call Ritchie.’

The connection between the architecture 
and poetry is a personal one for me, but 
may also be universal and lie much deeper.
Poetry and architecture share a unique 
human history – they are our most ancient, 
universal arts. 

All humans build shelters, and all human 
societies have developed poetry – speech 
shaped by rhythm and/or rhyme – as a tool 
to aid memory. Songs, chants, oral histories 
from the Sanskrit epic of the Mahabharata 
to the more familiar sagas of Homer’s Iliad 
and Odyssey bound ideas into the collective 
memory with economy, emotional intensity 
and sensual appeal long before the written 
word was formally invented. 

The stage set architecture creates – not  
in the timescale of theatre, but of eras – also 
memorialises our history and is both the 
cradle and expression of our societies’ 
values and preoccupations. Great architects 
through the ages have understood 
instinctively that it is possible to create 
emotional intensity and sensual appeal by 
the manipulation of space. 

Both architecture and poetry convey 
information beyond the realm of facts and 
knowledge – and both have dimensions that 
come from and access our subconscious, 
perhaps even at the spiritual level.

Leipzig Glass Hall
 

A framed emptiness
brings down the sky
to meet the earth.
Diaphanous shell

stretched taut over
squared silhouettes
of thin round metal.

 
Light chases darkness.

Shadows are holes
in light. Colours flow
throughout the space.
Sunlight and cloud,

the shadows come and go.

At Heart a Poet

I know that
at heart

I am a poet.

A mind which thinks
camouflages, sometimes,

my feeling heart.

To think afresh, afar
is my lot, my chance,
oft misunderstood.

Science, engineering
geometry and imagination

are my bed fellows.

But imagination
and reason inhabit me

perhaps too richly.

The poet lives
in this vital world

of light, space, line and words.

My tears fall easily
across the ever-changing

landscape of my face.

Yet they moisten
and nourish my soul

as they trace my heart.

If only I had less knowledge,
knew not the point, line or plane

or the pattern of numbers

I might just feel much better,
And avoid economic landmines

or political missiles.

Too aware? Maybe.
Too sensitive? Probably.

Needing to love, definitely.

I know that
at heart 

I am a poet

of space and lines
of words and thoughts

trying to compose a better world.

⁂

Ian Ritchie

Designing at the 
evolving frontiers of 
possibility, poetics 
risk and emotion
From its pioneer origins to today’s progressive 

tech economy, California’s irresistible rise is based 
on a way of seeing anew, contends Jay Merrick

34

Burning Man revellers  
in the Nevada desert, 
exemplifying the intensity 
of community engagement

55

A s part of their Time Space 
Existence exhibition at the 2016 
Venice Biennale of Architecture, 
Form4 Architecture produced 12 

visual poems. Their subtle combinations of 
geometric effects with human and organic 
figurations have a delicately poised, fugitive 
quality – Modernist, certainly, but with an 
alchemical aura that might have been 
supplied by a suntanned Dr Dee, teleported 
forward from the 16th century. 

A very particular kind of phenomenology 
is afoot in these visuals. There are short 
mantras of fertilising words: purpose, 
desire, wisdom, influence … seek, 
contemplate, reach, pursue … core, context, 
continuum … powerful, discordant [12 tone] 
waves will crash … path, causeway, track. 
And there are 
fragmentary statements, 
such as to locate an 
equipoise of variables, 
and constantly risking 
absurdity – the latter is 
the title of a 1958 verse 

by Californian Beat poet, 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti.

Are Form4’s visual poems 
the work of distinctly 
Californian architectural 
psyches? Do they reflect the 
ambitions of the state’s 
characteristic citizens – the perma-churn  
of newcomers, entrepreneurs and rebels 
who operate in what John Marx, originally 
from Illinois, describes as ‘edge conditions 
in the world order’? These conditions  
have encouraged unusual architectural 
explorations and perceptions, like this one 
from Reyner Banham in 1971: ‘Los Angeles 
is the Middle West raised to flashpoint, the 
authoritarian dogmas of the Bible Belt and 
the perennial revolt against them colliding 

at critical mass under 
the palm trees. Out  
of it comes a cultural 
situation where only 
the extreme is normal, 
and the middle way is 
just the unused 

reservation down the centre 
of the freeway’.  

At the Ur level, 
Californian architecture 
remains the product of the 
original 19th-century 
commercial and technical 

developments in and around its two 
dominant cities, San Francisco and Los 
Angeles. The beginnings of their power,  
and their subsequently bipolar zeitgeists, 
flowed from three seminal events. First,  
the California Gold Rush, which began in 
1849 at Sutter’s Mill on the American River 
and spread through northern and central 
portions of the state; second, the final 
connection of the Central Pacific and Union 
Pacific railroads marked by the ceremony  
of the ‘Golden Spike’ in 1869; third, the 
discovery of a 780-acre oil field in Los 
Angeles in 1892. By 1923 the city had 
expanded production and produced a 
quarter of the world’s oil and there are  
still hundreds of active wells in the 
metropolitan area alone.

The discovery of gold  
at Sutter’s Mill in 1849 
(bottom left) lit the touch 
paper on the Californian 
dream. Prospectors and 
immigrants flocked to its 
shores by ship (below) and 
by the newly completed 
transcontinental railroad 
(bottom right) marked  
by the ceremony of the 
‘Golden Spike’ in 1869

This page: Sanguine 
Lily, a proposal for a 
chapel at Dublin’s 
Glasnevin Cemetery 
commemorating the 
centenary of Ireland’s 
Easter Rising. The 
assertive figuration of 
the scheme is at once 
literal and allegorical
Opposite: generative 
sketch of the proposal
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The Architectural Review 
Podcasts about books, ecology and architecture 

Launched in 2020, AR podcasts include interviews and discussions 
with some of the most interesting and influential figures in 
architecture, as well as pieces read out loud from our extensive 
archive. With over 17,300 downloads to date, AR podcasts reach 
thousands of listeners in more than 100 different countries. The 
largest audiences are in the UK, the US and Australia

Podcast sponsorship
Align your company with an existing AR podcast 
or help shape and contribute to a bespoke series 
of three episodes with your chosen guests
Investment from £5,000



The Architectural Review 
Filmed interviews and documentaries

Working with filmmakers and editors around the world, the AR 
commissions exclusive video content, visiting significant projects 
and interviewing key industry figures. AR films regularly receive 
over 20,000 views and remain popular long after their release, 
with over 420 hours of video watched on average per month 
on our YouTube channel

Bespoke films
Commission the AR to produce an editorially 
independent video you contribute to – whether 
it’s the visit of a building or a series of interviews 
on a particular subject – or an animated film telling 
the story of your own organisation
Investment from £15,000



AR awards are a great opportunity to show your commitment to 
equality, support emerging architects and learn from established 
practices, discuss the future of the home with pioneering 
architects and network with an influential constituency from 
the property and construction sectors

The Architectural Review 
Our long-running and prestigious awards programmes 

W Awards May 2022
celebrating the contribution of women and non-binary people

AR Future Projects June 2022
celebrating projects on the drawing board or under construction

AR Public July 2022
celebrating the creation, rescue and renovation of public space

AR Emerging November 2022
celebrating the next generation of talented designers 

AR House December 2022 
celebrating the world’s best houses



house



AR Emerging finalists with judges Sou Fujimoto, Níall McLaughlin 
and Anna Heringer at the 2019 prizegiving ceremony in Amsterdam 



In partnership with both the AR and the Architects’ Journal, 
the W Programme promotes equality and diversity in practice 
through a series of networking and social events, mentoring 
sessions, survey workshops and inspiring lectures to create better 
and healthier working environments for everyone in architecture. 

Recognising the contribution of women and non-binary people, 
the programme’s annual lunch and awards, attended by over 200 
people, are a celebration of talent and ambition, of leadership 
and outstanding architecture 

The Architectural Review 
W Programme and W Awards

W Programme and W Awards sponsorship
Make a public commitment to equality and join us 
in building a sustainable future for the profession
Investment from £7,500

WW
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Online display advertising

Select a single or combine multiple ad formats and align yourself 
with the highly respected AR content to raise your brand profile, 
choosing the number of impressions to suit your objectives 
and budget

Ad position CPM rate 30,000 impressions per month 50,000 impressions per month

MPU (300x250) £65 £1,950 £3,450

Double MPU (300x600) £70 £2,100 £3,600

Leaderboard (728x90) £75 £2,250 £3,750 

Super leaderboard (970x90) £80 £2400 £4000

Billboard (970x250) £85 £2,550 £4,500

Side panels (350x1,000) £100 £3,000 £5,000

Homepage takeover
High-impact branding campaign with all 
advertising positions roadblocked 
£6,000 per week with 50,000+ impressions

Bespoke advertising
Other creative opportunities, including catfish 
and video banners, available on request  
from £10,000



The Architectural Review

MPU 300x250

Double MPU 300x600

Billboard 970x250

Side panels 350x1000Side panels 350x1000

Leaderboard 780x90px
Super Leaderboard 
970x90

Leaderboard 780x90



The Architectural Review 
AR newsletter advertising

The AR sends carefully curated emails to our 
readers each week with the latest AR stories, 
podcasts, reading lists, photo essays, pieces from 
the archive and a selection of three new architecture 
competitions. Newsletters are responsible for a third 
of the subscriber traffic to architectural-review.com, 
with an incredible open rate of 28%, generating over 
6,000 impressions per email

Newsletter advertising positions
There are two advertising positions in our 
newsletters: horizontal banner (600x100) and  
MPU (300x250)
Investment from £2,000

300x250

600x100



The Architectural Review 
Online advertorial

Share your own content with the AR audience by promoting 
a case study, CPD article or product launch press release online. 
Your feature will be hosted on the AR website for three months, 
included in the AR This Week newsletter, sent out to 34,000+ 
subscribers and promoted on social media 

Online advertorial specifications
We recomment the article to be no longer than 
450 words and that you supply two high-resolution 
images and a URL link to your chosen landing page
Investment £3,250



The Architectural Review 
Social media

The AR has significant influence and engagement across Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook and Instagram. Depending on your objectives, 
we can work with you to decide on the best social platform to meet 
your requirements and shape an impactful campaign. Bespoke 
social media packages are available on request

Instagram
One post on the AR grid for three months 
Investment £1,600 plus vat
One Instagram story, including swipe-up
Investment £1,900 plus vat
Client to post on their own grid and 
AR to share the post as a story,  
including swipe-up
Investment £1,750 plus vat

Twitter or LinkedIn or Facebook
One post  
Investment £1,000 
One post + one follow-up post 
Investment £1,500
Video post
Investment £2,000
Bespoke social media package
Investment £POA
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Ten beautifully crafted publications 
to tackle today’s biggest issues

February  
Animals
March  
W Awards + Bodies
April 
Stone
May 

Transit  
June 

Health 
July/August 
AR Public + Commons 
September  
Desert
October 

France
November 

AR Emerging
December  
AR House + Family

‘ The AR feels different to other publications. There is  
a fantastic sense of refreshing curiosity and it features 
architects who are dead, alive, young, old, and even  
a couple I’ve never heard of – which I love! ’  Shelley McNamara, Grafton Architects, Dublin

78

The glulam arch on the 
southern side of the house 
is visible in its entirety 
across the unobstructed 
29m-long space used for 
reading, eating or cooking 
(right), all while looking 
out to the landscape. 
On the northern side, 
sliding doors and a 
shoin-like plan produce 
seamless connections 
between the bedrooms 
(below). The open plan 
invites convivial small talk 
between beds

moves raised questions which had to be 
answered within their chosen system, 
abiding by their constraints. To build  
a house where nothing but the corners  
are anchored in solid bedrock pushed  
the limits of both the architects and the 
builders. As the arches began to carry load, 
they also compressed. The deformation 
was small, but required a rigid symmetry  
in the construction process. Every panel, 
every screw and every joint in the house 
was meticulously drawn before it was built. 
This degree of control was a necessity as 
well as an aesthetic choice. The structure 
had little room for adaptations on site; 
there was only one way to mount each part, 
from the brackets on the bedrock to the 
built-in furniture.

The island of Hamburgö contains many 
large and exclusive summer houses.  
This isn’t one of them. From a distance,  
the slim building does not stand out,  
and its construction did not trigger any 
controversies. Its wooden facade, windows 
and tin roof are as grey as the rock.  

The most emblematic elements are  
of course the glulam arches that support  
the entire construction. They are not only 
essential to the structure, but also to the 
feeling of the building. ‘There is something 
in a curve,’ says Hølmebakk. ‘The arch 
measures the long room, and its presence 
makes each one of the otherwise identical 
bedrooms unique.’ The arch is also more 
human. If architecture is our built image, 
rectilinear constructions make poor 
reflections. The human body will always  
be our first and foremost reference, yet 
there is nothing in it that relates to 
straight lines. Its curves, mass, pace and 
shape are impossible to ignore. The arches 
in the house humanise the construction. 
They add body to the instrumental layout 
and define the specificities of each room, 
while uniting the whole. 

Manthey Kula’s summer home is shaped 
by ideas of pragmatic care rather than an 
abstract concept, but also relies on  
a rigorous and systematic approach. As in 
their other buildings, the initial, decisive 

‘ Some houses have 
the capacity of 
feeling present 
from afar, as a 
remembrance or 
as a promise of 
summers to come’
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Where do we go from here?

Uncorked

Cork use in construction dates back millennia, but could 
offer an ecological solution to building in the future, 
write Oliver Wilton and Matthew Barnett Howland
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Growing and harvesting 
cork is a slow process;  
a cork oak takes 25 years 
to mature and requires  
10 years to recover once  
the bark is stripped 
(opposite). The Convent  
of the Capuchos in Sintra, 
Portugal (right),  is an 
extraordinary cork 
confection, with a carved 
cork ceiling and  
window linings
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C ork is the outer bark of the cork 
oak tree (Quercus suber), stripped 
about once a decade in a unique 
process that does not harm the 

tree – perhaps the arboricultural equivalent 
of a haircut. The biodiverse agro-sylvo-
pastoral landscapes in the Mediterranean 
Basin where cork oaks grow are inextricable 
both from the people who inhabit them and 
from broader regional microclimates and 
ecosystems. They are the joint work of 
humans and nature, and require active 
maintenance to ensure their continued 
existence. The money that cork generates 
plays an important role in supporting this 
maintenance. Cork stripping is skilled work 
and relatively highly paid, providing 
much-needed income in these regions, 
therefore helping to prevent depopulation. 

The subject of a current application  
to UNESCO’s Cultural Landscapes list, 
these savannah-like landscapes are home  
to Iberian pigs who graze on acorns in the 
shade and are used in jamón ibérico de 
bellota and pata negra; they are also the 
subject of several popular songs. Cork oak 
trees help stabilise water distribution, and 
these woodlands are ecologically rich, 
providing a habitat for apex predators like 
the Iberian lynx and Spanish imperial eagle. 

Early uses of cork include linings to stone 
towers in Sardinia, Italy, from during the 
Nuragic civilisation (1800–700 BCE) and 
traces of cork found lining alcoves at Su 
Nuraxi. Natural History by Pliny the Elder 
(77 CE) includes an account of building with 
cork, as roof coverings for houses. In 
Portugal, it was widely used in the past for 
roof coverings and walls, and forests there 
were subject to environmental protection 
laws in the 13th century. For walls, cork was 
chopped into blocks or planks and combined 
with earth or lime mortar, with examples 
still existing today. More sophisticated 
pre-industrial uses of cork are found in  
the Sintra region of Portugal, including  
the 16th-century Convent of the Capuchos, 
where it is used in cladding and linings, as 
well as a profiled cork crucifix, ornate altar 
and decorative ceiling relief. It is the country 
perhaps most associated with cork today 
– the cork oak tree was formally recognised 
as the national tree of Portugal in 2011. 

Cork has a unique physical structure and 
chemical composition. It is a closed-cell 
foam, under 20 per cent solid by volume.  
A good thermal insulator, almost 
impermeable to water, it is relatively inert 
and surprisingly resilient, and it has some 
limited load-bearing capacity. Following the 
industrial revolution, in the 19th and early 
20th century, there was a great deal of 
innovation with cork and a significant 
industry developed, resulting in a range  
of manufactured products adopting this 
traditional farmed material. Using latex or 
bitumen binder, cork wall tiles, floor tiles Uncorked
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1 cambium
2 inner bark
3 outer bark
4 sapwood
5 heartwood
6 pith
7 medullary rays
8 annual ring
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